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New for SHOT 2016:  X Products Debuts .308 Multi-Use Launcher, AK-47 Drum Magazine, Uppers, 
X-SCAR, and More

.308 Multi-Use Launcher (MUL) 
The success of the Can Cannon paved the way for a more powerful launching system. Powered by .308 blanks, the 
Multi-Use Launcher (MUL) packs even more power and launching capabilities making it suitable for a wide range 
of applications.  As with the Can Cannon, the MUL is a complete drop-in system that comes with an assembled 
upper receiver.  The MUL is perfect for heavier objects such as the new X Products Grappling Hook, Duck Decoy, 
net launcher, and other accessories slated for 
release in the near future. 

X-47 Drum Magazine for AK-47
The world’s most compact and durable high 
capacity magazine system is now available for 
the AK-47.  The X-47 drum magazine features 
a 50 round capacity (7.62 x 39), aluminum 
construction, Cerakote™ fi nish, low profi le design, and lifetime warranty.  As with other drum magazines manufactured 
by X Products, the X-47 is virtually maintenance free and requires absolutely no lubrication. The X-47 matches the 
AK-47 both in reliability and rugged design. 

Side Charging Uppers and Complete Uppers Featuring Cobra and Viper Handguards
With an eye for detail and a mind for innovation, X Products line of assembled and complete uppers take the 
AR-15 platform to the next level. New for 2016 X Products has introduced a second non-reciprocating Side 

Charging Upper (SCU) receiver that features a dust cover, forwards assist, 
and utilizes a standard cam pin.  When purchasing, buyers select from 2 
variations of SCU’s or a Mil-Std upper receiver.  X Products has designed 
application driven complete upper packages in 8”, 12.5”, 16”, and 20” DMR 
confi gurations. Each complete upper package comes with the X Products 
Viper or Cobra free-fl oat handguard systems. Cobra and Viper handguards 

are available in KeyMod™ or M-LOK™ and may also be purchased separately.

X-SCAR Lower Receiver for the FN SCAR® 17S
The X-SCAR is the most light-weight aluminum SCAR® 17S lower receiver available. The X-SCAR is designed 
to accept after market magazines such as the X Products X-25 drum magazine or SR-25 compatible PMAGs. 
Additionally, the X-SCAR allows AR-15 A2 pistol grips. The X-SCAR lower is poised to be a game changer for the 
FN SCAR® 17s rifl e.

About X Products
Best known for the creation of quality high capacity drum magazines and the Can Cannon, X Products is an industry 
leader in creativity, innovation and quality.  At X Products we are  dedicated to advancing a multitude of rifl e platforms 
through cutting edge design and technology. The X Products family of 50 round drum magazines are the most rug-
ged, compact, and visually appealing high capacity magazines on the market. Our continued commitment to evolving 
the AR-15 platform paved the way for our full line of non-reciprocating side charging uppers and accessories.  Just 
as we believe in innovation through design, X Products also believes fun should also be at the core of recreational 
shooting.  It was that belief that resulted in the creation of the Can Cannon family of products and accessories. Every 
product we manufacture is skillfully designed, machined and assembled by American hands. X Products is proudly 
changing the landscape of 9MM, 5.56 and 7.62 rifl e platforms and moving beyond the status quo.
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